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Abstract

In this paper we show a knowledge-based system by speech recognition in the input data, it allows to
execute a mobile robot simulator of Ayllu’s routines. Furthermore, it can be able for detecting new tasks using
“reject” techniques. Commonly for the classification phase in speech recognition are used the supervised neural
networks (the BackPropagation Algorithm [BPA] has been extensively used), and have shown a best performance.
However when the knowledge-based system uses an incomplete training sample, the neural networks (BPA) are not
a good choice. Hence, the knowledge-based systems must use some techniques with “reject”. Thus, there are
techniques with “reject” based about Nearest Neighbor for detecting new classes. We present an alternative for the
“reject” techniques, using k-NCN rule applied to the incomplete training sample problem. Novel definition of
Averaged Distance with Euclidean and Manhattan distance criterion are concerning to the Nearest Centroid
Neighborhood is also introduced.

      Keywords: Nearest Centroid Neighbour rule, Neural Networks (BackPropagation Algorithm), Reject
Techniques, Averaged Distance Technique, Speech Recognition, Ayllu´s Task.

1. Introduction

The expert systems commonly need a knowledge base module and inference engine [1]. The knowledge
base has questions and answers concerning the solution for the assigned problem. The inference engine is used for
the discrimination from the information included in the knowledge base; also it is in charge of the decisions
performance by the system. However, in the supervised methods, a knowledge-based system, which has learning,
uses a training sample [2]. From the training sample depends the learning phase, thus the supervised method will
learn from it. The neural networks (BPA) [3], in the learning phase, use the training sample to obtain the generalized
weights. In the classification phase, the weights of the neural networks are used and it is not necessary the use of the
training sample any more [4]. However, in the nearest neighbor rule [5], the training sample is used in both phases:
Learning and Classification.

In the mobile robotics area, commonly before practicing in real time any experiment, it is used a simulator
where all the moves and roads to executing with the robot are studied [6]. In this simulator the programming errors
are observed, and can be corrected later. Some well-known mobile robots are the Pioneer’s collection of ActivMedia
[7]. There are many programming languages for a mobile robot of ActivMedia [8]; some of them are Saphira, Java,
Ayllu, and C++.  The routines for Shapira, C++, and Java must always be programmed and it depends on the routine
to be executed, which might be difficult for programming. The Ayllu language in its user’s manual [9] has some
routine, command and tasks included that can be adapted to the necessity. These routines are very easy for
programming or for adapting, allowing to execute the command or tasks without any problem, or damage suffered
by the robot. Some well-known Ayllu´s routines are four and allow you to execute different task and commands.
The routines are named: StraightLine, Wanderer, Goto and Getto. In speech recognition area, it is possible to
understand spoken messages by the human voice through from the computer. That is possible, when some
techniques concerning language structure, automatic learning, Hidden Markov Models, semantic analysis, analogical
frequency analysis and digital frequency analysis are used [10]. There has never existed a speech recognition system
that understands all the messages input introduced by the human. However, there are many systems, which allow
you to work with an acceptable error, even with the very restricted semantic [11]. The speech recognition systems



learn with a training sample that has frames from voice and text captured [12]. The frame is a feature vector that has
a smaller part from digital frequency. This frame is labeled in this phase. The classification phase in the speech
recognition systems, is also named recognition phase. In this phase, the system allows the identification of human
voice; to be able to execute the commands introduced by the microphone. In areas from the speech recognition and
mobile robotics; the neural networks (BPA) have been very studied. In speech recognition, they have been
commonly used for the classification of frames [13] and in mobile robotics to execute the road commands in real
time when environment images are used [14, 15]. In those applications there has never been studied the incomplete
training sample problem. In neural networks area have not been studied the incomplete training sample problem
with BPA [3]. Although there are neural networks named RBF (Radial Basis Function) [16] that allow to create new
classes (or new nodes in the output layer) when a new pattern is not mapping to the classes contained in the training
sample, which the neural network has learned with. In this work, we have not considered the neural networks RBF,
because they still are in research process.

The problem of incomplete training data in supervised machine learning methods is receiving growing
attention. Incomplete data means that one or more classes are not represented in the training sample. It has been
observed that this situation, which arises in several practical domains, may produce an important deterioration of the
classification accuracy, in particular with patterns belonging to the classes that are not contained in the training
sample [17, 18]. Thus, the knowledge-based systems think that new patterns (of another new classes) are
corresponding to the contained classes into training sample, but the systems do not know them. However, the new
patterns (of new classes) are labeled as patterns of the contained classes into training sample. Barandela and Najera
[19] have studied the incomplete training sample problem in pattern recognition area. They show some techniques
for detecting new classes in pattern recognition systems with incomplete training sample, but they have employed
“reject” [20] for detecting only one class in theirs experiments. Furthermore, they employed k-means [21] for
clustering to the rejected patterns and Depuration [22] method for “cleaning” to the “rejected training sample” and
these “reject patterns” (once cleaned) can be incorporing into “original training sample”. In this work, we have
employed similar techniques, in particular Averaged Distance [19] thus it shows well performance. We have
modified the Nearest Neighbor criteria by Nearest Centroid Neighbour criterion. Furthermore, we employed another
modifications concerning to the distance function criteria. We show the comparison of results obtained for Nearest
Centroid Neighbor and Nearest Neighbor Rules, by Averaged Distance techniques employing Manhattan and
Euclidean distance functions criterion.

2. Experimented Strategies

The NN rule is a well-known supervised non-parametric classifier that combines its conceptual simplicity
and an asymptotic error rate conveniently bounded in terms of the optimal Bayes error [18, 23]. In its classical
manifestation, given a set of  n  previously labeled prototypes or training sample (TS), this classifier assigns any
given instance to the class indicated by the label of the closet prototype in the TS. More generally, the k-NN [24]
rule maps any instance to the pattern class most frequently represented among its k closets neighbors. Nevertheless,
the NN classifier also suffers from certain drawbacks. The performance of these rules, as with any non-parametric
method, is extremely sensitive to incorrectness or imperfections in the training sample. On the other hand, its
applicability to real-time problems, with a large set of training patterns of high dimensionality, can become
prohibitive because of the immense computational load required for searching the nearest neighbor of each new
pattern in the training sample. As a technique for internally biasing the discrimination procedure, we have modified
the Euclidean metric criteria (which, the NN and k-NN rules have originally employed) by  the  Manhattan distance
function criteria (To see equation 2.1). With this modification, when classification of new pattern Y is attempted, and
in the search through the training sample of its nearest neighbor, the following quantity must be computed for each
training instance:
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The Manhattan distance function criterion has been employed with 1-NN [25] as classification criterion for
reducing training samples. Furthermore, Manhattan was used for improving to the classification in some real
datasets and imbalanced training samples [26]. In this work, we present a new proposal using the Manhattan
distance function criteria for the classification and “reject” techniques with k-NCN rule. The following sections
show some related techniques used.



2.1.- The Manhattan k-NCN Classification  (New proposal)

The nearest centroid neighborhood concept is basically focused on the idea that the neighborhood of a point
is subject to two complementary constraints. First, by the distance criterion, the k neighbors of a sample, say  p, are
as near to it as possible. The distance criterion commonly used is the Euclidean metric. Second, by the symmetry
criterion, their centroid is also as close to p as possible. Note that the traditional nearest neighborhood used by the
k-NN rules as well as the LVQ algorithms [27] just takes the first property into account, and so the nearest codebook
vectors may not be symmetrically distributed around the sample p in the input space. Let p be a point whose k
nearest centroid neighbors (NCN) should be found in a set of samples (training set), X =  {m1,…., mn}. These
k neighbors can be searched for through an iterative procedure [28] in the following way:  a)  The first NCN to p
correspond to its NN, say q1.  b)  The i´th neighbor, qi , i  ≥ 2, is such that the centroid of this and all previously
selected neighbors, say q1,….,qi-1  is the closets to  p.   This procedure gives rise to a kind of neighborhood in which
spatial distribution of neighbors is taken into account because of the centroid criterion. Furthermore, proximity of
the k-NCNs to the sample is guaranteed because of the incremental nature of the way in wich they are obtained from
the first NN. Using this neighborhood, it is possible to define the so-called  k-NCN classification rule [29] as
follows:   1)   Find the k-NCNs to p, say XP = {mP

1 , …, mP
k}, where k ≤ n.   2)  Assign to p the class with a majority

of votes among its k-NCNs in the set XP (resolve ties randomly).

The design of the Manhattan k-NCN Classification, consists of the modification of the distance criterion
(do not modify centroid criterion), changing only the Euclidean distance function criterion (commonly used) by a
Manhattan distance criterion above-mentioned (To see equation 2.1). The procedure for Manhattan k-NCN
Classification can be written as follows:

1. Let   TSi   the  ith  prototype of the training sample. Let  f  the features number.  Let  Ci   the ith  centroid obtained
for each prototype. Assign to the k  value. Let  A  the integer number, which it represents the current
Manhattan  k-NCN.  Put  A = 0.

2. For each new pattern X:
•  Find the 1-NN (using the Manhattan distance function) which must be assigned as the Manhattan 1-NCN.

•  Put A=1
•  For finding the next Manhattan k-NCNs in iterative form as follows:

a) Put   j = A;   Let  qj  the  jth-NCN of  Manhattan.
b) Calcule the Centroids among the NCN qj  (in this time) with each prototype TSi..  Calcule this

Centroid how follows:
c) For  h = 1  to    f  do

                           If   ( j==1 )   Then     Ci,h  =  (q1,h  +  TSi,h )  /   2
                          Else       Ci,h  = (q1,h +...+ qj,h + TSi,h ) / ( j+1)

                            End-For
d) Calcule the distances among the new pattern X and each Centroids Ci. Use the Manhattan distance

function.  Let TSc the prototype with minor distance. Where c is the number of the prototype NCN.
e) Put  A = A + 1;   Put   qA  = TSc.
f) If  A ≥ k  break

•  Once finding the Manhattan k-NCN´s, X  is assigned to the majority class among those Manhattan k-NCN. If
a majority class does not exist among those Manhattan k-NCNs, the results are decided randomly. The idea
with the Manhattan k-NCN is to improve the classification in some applications [25, 26], using centroid
criterion and Manhattan distance function.

2.2.- Frames Selection Procedure in the Speech Recognition

This technique was used for obtaining the features selection of the frame (In system’s module concerning
by speech recognition). The process for selecting all the frames [10] can be written as follows: 1) To Convert the
analogical frequency to digital frequency. 2) To Select a smaller digital frequency frame [approximately 30 ms].
3) To Save the frame with the features, in the range from 30 ms. 4) Forward 10 ms and repeat the process 2,3,4 until
to obtain the features from all digital frequency. 5) When  Step 4  has  Finalized  do:

                  If   (Learning Phase) Then   “Call human expert, for assigning the label to the frame”
                      Else   “The Classification rule assigns the label to the frame”      End.



2.3.- The Neural Network (BAP) used

The best results of the neural network (BAP) [3] were obtained when we have only used three layers: Input
Layer with 20 nodes, Output Layer with 5 nodes and the Hidden-Layer with 21 nodes. The reason of learning used
was:

                    (2.3.1)

The process iterative for the learning phase of backpropagation algorithm can be written as follows:

1. For each vector  xk  in the training sample.
2. Compute the lineal functions of the network output and the subtraction:  εk = (dk - sk).
3. The network weights are updated by event (for each prototype xk):

                                                                (2.3.2)

             Were:
                                                    (2.3.3)

Then, the updating from weights can be written as follows:

                  (2.3.4)
4. Repeat the steps 1-3 for all the prototypes (P), which are included in the training sample.
5. If the squared error means:

      (2.3.5)

has a small value  and  acceptable, the learning phase is finished. Otherwise, repeat from the Step 1 with all the
prototypes (xk) of  the training sample.

In this work, have been programmed two Neural Networks: In First experiment, with an incomplete
training sample (the original dataset) and in the second experiment, with all the classes (the adapted dataset). In both
experiments, the Neural Networks have 20 nodes in their Input Layer, concerning to the features that in the training
samples are contained (To see Table 1).  However, in first experiment the Output Layer has 5 nodes, thus in the
training sample five classes are contained (To see Table 1). In second experiment, the Output Layer has 9 nodes,
thus in the training sample nine classes are contained (To see Table 2).  Finally, the Hidden-Layer experiments were
carrying out employed some variants: 1) One Hidden-Layers with 21 nodes. 2) Two Hidden-Layers with 21 nodes.
3) Three Hidden-Layers with 21 nodes. 4) One Hidden-Layers with 100 nodes. 5) Two Hidden-Layers with 100
nodes. On the other hand, for the classification phase the weights obtained in learning phase (for each Neural
Network) are used.

2.4.- Reject with Averaged Distance  NN

This “reject” technique has two phases:  1) Learning Phase and  2) Classification or “Reject” Phase. In
Learning Phase, the training sample is edited (some patterns of the training sample are deleted). It requires, in the
Reject Phase, for training as well as for classification, the searching of k nearest neighbors.

The Learning Phase can be written as follows:   1)  For each class   j   represented in the training sample
(TS) do:   2)   Let  Cj  be the set of  training patterns with class label  j.    3)  For each   xi   in Cj  do:   3.a)  Find  the
k-NN of   xi   in   TS  - { xi  }.      3.b)     If  there  is  a  majority  of  NNs  from Cj   Then   set    d i  =  mean value { d
( xi , xt )} , xt  in the NNs  and  in Cj }  Else,  xi   is  removed  (edited)  from the TS . 4)  Let  Tj  =  mean value { d i )
} , xi   in  Cj (Thus, Tj saving the mean value of the calculed distances for each class. Tj will be used in classification
or reject phase).   The Classification or Reject Phase (as reference set it is employed TSE:  TS  without the patterns
removed in the Learning Phase) can be written as follows:   1)   For each new pattern  X  to be  classified do:    2)   
Find the k-NN of  X  in the TSE.    3)   Let  q  the class label most represented into these NNs of  X.    4)   Set dX =
mean value {  d(X,xm) } , xm   in the NNs  of  X  and  in Cq.   5)   If   dX  ≤  Tq ,  then  X  is  assigned to the class  q   
Else,  X  is  rejected as  a  possible  member  of a new class.
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This technique above-mentioned is named “Reject with Averaged Distance”, and it employs Euclidean
distance function criteria.  For  the New Proposal:  “Manhattan Reject Averaged Distance” technique, we have
employed  the  Averaged Distance technique but with a Manhattan Distance function criterion and value for k=2.

2.5.-  Reject  with  Averaged Distance NCN (New Proposal)

This  technique is a smaller variant for Averaged Distance NN (above-mentioned). Hence, has also two
phases:  1) Learning Phase and  2) Classification or “Reject” Phase. In Learning Phase, the training sample is
edited with k-NCN rule (some patterns of the training sample are deleted). It requires, in the Reject Phase, for
training as well as for classification, the searching of  k  Nearest Centroid Neighbors.

The Learning Phase can be written as follows:
For each class   j   represented in the training sample (TS) do:

•  Let  Cj  be the set of  training patterns with class label  j
•  For each   xi   in Cj  do

a) Find  the  k-NCN of   xi   in   TS  - { xi  }
b) If  there  is  a  majority  of  NCNs  from Cj

Then   set    d i  =  mean value  {  d ( xi , xt )  } , xt  in the NCNs  and  in Cj }
Else,  xi   is  removed  (edited)  from the TS

•  Let  Tj  =  mean value { d i ) } , xi   in  Cj (Thus, Tj saving the mean value of the calculed

distances for each class. Tj will be used in classification or reject phase).

The Classification or Reject Phase (as reference set it is employed TSE:  TS  without the patterns removed in the
Learning Phase).

•  For each new pattern  X  to be  classified do:
a) Find the k-NCN of  X  in the TSE
b) Let  q  the class label most represented into these NCNs of  X.

c) Set dX = mean value {  d(X,xm) } , xm   in the NCNs  of  X  and  in Cq

d) If   dX  ≤  Tq ,  then  X  is  assigned to the class  q
Else,  X  is  rejected as  a  possible  member  of a new class.

This technique above-mentioned is named “Reject with Averaged Distance NCN”, and we have employed
it with Euclidean distance function criteria.  For  the another New Proposal:  “Manhattan Reject Averaged Distance
NCN” technique, we have employed the Averaged Distance NCN technique, but with a Manhattan Distance
function criterion and value for k=2.

3. Experiments and Results

First, it was necessary to carry out the implementation from the mobile robot simulator. This application
was developed in Borland C++ Builder programming´s language. The mobile robot simulator allows the execution
from the well-known four Ayllu´s routines:  StraightLine (The Robot Walks while the road has not obstruction, if it
detects some obstacle, it goes backward).  Wanderer (The Robot Walks while the road has  not  obstruction, if  it
detects  some obstacle it executes a rotation. Also this routine allows you to carry out a Wall Pursuit {Following –
Wall } ).  Goto (This routine is used for arriving at the coordinate {X, Y} defined by the user, if some obstacle is
detected in the road, the robot stops or it executes the StraightLine routine).  Getto (This routine is used for arriving
at the coordinate {X, Y} defined by the user, when there are some obstacles in the road. The robot solves doing a
rotation and calculating the coordinate again to be able to arrive at {X, Y}). The most interesting Ayllu´s routine is
Getto; thus it allows solving obstruction in the road. If the coordinate {X,Y}  is  situated in a different  room, where
the robot is present, Getto can  be able to arrive very easily and without  any  problems, or damage suffered by the
robot.  Finally, has been programmed the “adapted module” for executing the new voice-tasks. The Ayllu’s routine
Getto can be able to realice many taks, if the values for X and Y are modified.



  The knowledge-based system experiments were carried out repeatedly in five phases: 1) The Learning
phase. 2) The First Classification phase. 3) The Reject phase. 4) The Adapting phase.  5) The Second Classification
phase. The knowledge-based system proposal in this work uses an internal expert system for the language
recognition: English and Spanish. The expert system allows you to identify the words text to be well understood and
to avoid confusions from assigned label in the learning and classification phases.

3.1.-  The Learning Phase for The Knowledge-Based System Model

In Figure 1 the process used in the learning phase it is shown. This process consists of the incorporation of
prototypes in the training sample and also in the knowledge base. In the training sample, we have incorporated the
frames obtained from digital frequency. These frames were obtained with the procedure above-mentioned (To See
Section 2.2). However, in the knowledge base, there have been added some text words captured by the keyboard
concerning the voice captured by the microphone. Then the knowledge base is a small dictionary of question and
answers that has routine words in the languages English and Spanish. For the incorporation of the prototype (frame)
in the training sample, first the human voice by the microphone was captured; immediately it was saved in "wave"
file extension. Then the wave file was opened to be applied the Frames Selection Procedure. Once labeled the
frame, it was incorporated in the training sample and the text word spoken was added in the dictionary of the
knowledge based, where the answers and questions are related with the vector’s frame features. For the
incorporation of the other prototypes it was necessary to repeat this process. The Learning phase was finalized when
in the training sample many prototypes of different strata were added. For the different strata the voices from men
and women are both considered. In Table 1 the characteristics of the training sample resultant from the learning
phase are shown. In Table 1, the incomplete training sample for the four well-known Ayllu´s routines is shown. The
file of the training sample was named: VOICE-ROUTINES. However, in the Table 3, another characterization from
the training sample: VOICE-ROUTINES (when the cross validation has been used) is shown. On the other hand, the
first experiment above-mentioned for the first neural network (BAP) used in this work, did use the training sample
VOICE-ROUTINES (Table 1 and Table 3) in its learning phase to obtain the generalized weights that will be used
in the First Classification Phase.

3.2.-  The First Classification Phase for The Knowledge-Based System Model

        The classification phase was carried out as follows: Using Cross Validation. In the dataset VOICE-
ROUTINES (Table 3), five-fold cross validation was employed (80% for the training sample, 20% for a test set and
20% for an additional test set with new classes). In Table 3, you can observe that the prototypes for the classes: 5, 6,
7 and 8 in the Training Sample are not contained. However, in the Test Sample some prototypes of the new classes
have been incorpored. In the Table 5 the results obtained of the classification using the rules: 1-NN, k-NN, k-NCN
and the first experiment with the neural network (BAP) are shown. It is observed in the Table 5, that the
classification criterions are the geometric mean (g) [17, 26, 30] and the global accuracy [17, 26]. We have
considered very interesting to know the values by class in the accuracy, which allows you to observe the geometric
mean criteria. It is important to observe as the value of the (g) shows 0.00 % in its performance. It happens because
all the errors in the new classes (5, 6, 7 and 8) have been obtained; and the training sample does not contain these
classes. If you can observe, the global accuracy low values have shown too (To See Table 5). The goal in this phase
is to show that there are many errors in the patterns of the new classes, because the system still is not ready for
working.

3.3.-  The Reject Phase for The Knowledge-Based System Model

In this phase, all the new patterns have been “classified” or “rejected” employed some techniques above-
mentioned and reported in [19]. If the new pattern is well classified, then its corresponding task is executed.
Otherwise, the new pattern is “rejected” and it is saving in the “rejected traning sample”.  In Table 6 the results for
reject techniques are shown. If you can observe in Table 6 the 2-NN and Modified 2-NN techniques, they have
rejected many patterns of the new and known classes. The ideal goal with reject techniques might be to reject just
the patterns of the new classes, but it was not possible. However, the Averaged Distance techniques, they have
rejected few patterns of the known classes and many patterns of the new classes. Therefore, we have considered
optimal these Averaged techniques. In Table 6 you can observe that the sum of the percentages for the rejected
patterns in known and new classes, they do not show the 100%, because some patterns have been well classified and
accepted by the system. Finally, the new proposal Manhattan Averaged Distance has shown well performance in the
known and new classes.



3.4.-  The Adapting Phase for The Knowledge-Based System Model

Once finalized the reject phase, all the new patterns incorpored into “rejected training sample” are
processed. First, we have employed k-means [21] algorithm with k=4 for clustering the “rejected training sample”,
thus we have four new classes.  After, we have employed Depuration and Depuration k-NCN  [26] techniques (by
separated in two different experiments) for cleaning the “rejected training sample”, so we have obtained a “cleaned
rejected training sample” (If the Averaged Distance NN has been used, then we employed Depuration technique. If
Averaged Distance NCN has been used, then we employed Depuration k-NCN technique). The “rejected training
sample” contains rejected patterns of all the classes (known and new classes). These rejected patterns in their
majority are cleaned, but can still have some patterns of the known classes. The ideal goal with the “cleaned rejected
training sample” is to contain only patterns of the new classes, but in this phase is not possible yet. Finally, all the
patterns contained in the “cleaned rejected training sample” are incorpored into “original training sample” and we
have obtained an “adapted training sample” that it will become in the “original training sample” when the “adapted
training sample” has been deleted. In Table 2, the characterization of the adapted dataset with the new classes is
shown. However, In Table 4, another characterization from the adapted training sample: VOICE-ROUTINES (when
the cross validation has been used) is shown.

3.5. - The Second Classification Phase for the Knowledge-Based System Model

Before to begin this phase, we have employed the Depuration techniques again for cleaning the “adapted
training sample”, which is the “original training sample” now. This second application of the Depuration techniques
were carried out because might be that some patterns (in the “adapted original training sample”) of known classes
are still not well labeled.  Once they have been corrected, we have begun the second experiment with the neural
network BPA (which it has 9 nodes in its output layer). The learning phase for the BPA, in this experiment with the
“adapted original training sample” has been used. First, we have employed the cross validation for comparing with
the results of the section 3.2. In Table 7 the results obtained of the second classification phase using the rules: 1-NN,
k-NN, k-NCN and the second experiment with the neural network (BAP) are shown. It is observed in the Table 7,
that the classification criterions are the geometric mean (g) and the global accuracy. How you can observe, the
knowledge-based system is ready for working now, because the accuracy and geometric mean (g) criteria, they have
shown well performance.  In Figure 2 the process used in the second classification phase (when the system is ready
for working) it is shown. This process consists of the identification of new prototypes that arrive to the system. A
microphone captures these prototypes. They can only be captured one by one, the system does not allow capturing
two or more prototypes at the same time. For the identification of a new prototype (frame), first it was captured the
human voice by the microphone, immediately was saved in "wave" file extension. Once captured the human voice,
this is converted in frames. These frames are obtained with the procedure above-mentioned (section 2.2). Then the
wave file was opened to be applied the Frames Selection Procedure. After, it is used the inference engine of the
internal expert system to find in the knowledge base the text words corresponding to the new frame and to be able to
do the language discrimination: Spanish or English. Once identified the language spoken, the classification rule
(BPA, 1-NN, k-NN or k-NCN according to be the case) is used to assign the label to the new prototype. Since the
new prototype has class identification (label) already it can execute the mobile robot simulator with the routine
concerning to the assigned class. For the identification of the other new prototypes and the execution of Ayllu´s
routines, it was necessary to repeat this process. Finally, the knowledge-based system for executing the new tasks, it
reviews the “adapted module” (above-mentioned in section 3) and it employs Getto routine modifying the X and Y
parameters. If you can observe in Table 2, the additional new tasks are four: Left, Back, Right and Shutdown. In Left
and Right are only modified the Y value for Getto. In Back X value is modified. In Shutdown routine, the robot is
power off (in simulation puts X=0 and Y=0).

4. Conclusions and Future Works

The new proposal: Manhattan Averaged Distance k-NCN reject technique has obtained the best results in
most of the cases. However, the Averaged Distance k-NN rule has obtained similar results in comparison with the
new proposal. In addition, the neural network (BAP) has not shown to be very efficient for the incomplete training
sample problem when its learning phase has not been executed again. Although the neural network (BAP) is very
fast in the classification phase, in this work we observe that the execution times with the NN rules (k-NN and



k-NCN) are as very similar as the neural network. Then, the execution times are very similar in all the techniques.
On the other hand, ours experiements for Averaged Distance and Averaged Distance NCN  techniques,  also  were
carried out  with training sample of  real datasets taken from the UCI Repository [31]. In each dataset, five-fold
cross validation was employed (80% for the training sample and 20% for a test set). We have deleted only one class
for each iteration. Then, we experimented with c iterations for each incomplete dataset (e. g. If  training sample has
two classes, we employed the cross validation two times. First, we have deleted patterns of the class 0 from the TS
and  we have used the complete test set.  Second, we have deleted patterns of the class 1 from the TS and we have
used the complete test set). In  Addition, the TS is incomplete, when the Test Set  has all the classes. Results to be
presented here after represent the averaged values of the five replications and c iterations for each dataset (To See
Table 8 ). A future work is to use more techniques for clustering that to be able for detecting the number of cluster
without having defined the k value beforehand. Another future work is to employ a Radial Basis Function Neural
Network for comparing the result with Averaged techniques. Finally, will be necessary changing the mobile robot
simulator, by a real application with the robot: Pioneer DX2 of ActivMedia.
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Figure 1.    Learning  Phase





TABLE 8. – AVERAGED DISTANCE TECHNIQUES EMPLOYING K=2. IN THIS TABLE THE % OF
REJECTED PATTERNS OF THE KNOWN CLASSES AS NEW CLASSES ARE SHOWN. AFTER FROM  ±
THE STANDARD DESVIATION IS SHOWN.

AVERAGED DISTANCE  REJECT TECHNIQUES EMPLOYING  k=2

AVERAGED DISTANCE MANHATTAN AVERAGED
DISTANCE

AVERAGED DISTANCE NCN MANHATTAN AVERAGED
DISTANCE NCN

Real
Dataset Known

Classes
New

Classes
Known
Classes

New
Classes

Known
Classes

New
Classes

Known
Classes

New
Classes

Cancer 8.34 ± 0.60 35.46 ± 47.7 6.18 ± 3.45 35.10 ± 48.2 8.27 ± 1.32 35.8 ± 47.2 6.33 ± 3.66 35.39 ± 47.8
Heart 16.48 ± 4.44 20.00 ± 5.76 17.03 ± 6.80 24.25 ± 6.54 14.81 ± 5.75 19.07 ± 1.83 16.11 ± 8.64 22.59 ± 5.23
Liver 14.78 ± 3.69 17.53 ± 9.22 16.08 ± 3.89 17.82 ± 8.81 13.62 ± 2.46 16.81 ± 8.60 15.79 ± 4.71 17.53 ± 9.22
Pima 17.45 ± 7.67 23.07 ± 2.12 18.82 ± 7.21 25.09 ± 5.73 17.97 ± 8.59 22.74 ± 1.48 18.95 ± 8.87 24.77 ± 4.34
Sonar 24.39 ± 0.68 41.21 ± 1.71 23.90 ± 1.37 41.70 ± 1.03 22.68 ± 0.34 41.70 ± 1.72 22.92 ± 1.37 42.92 ± 0.69
Vehic 54.94 ± 9.80 19.84 ± 3.75 53.42 ± 10.1 20.02 ± 4.39 59.59 ± 6.84 21.12 ± 3.74 56.52 ± 9.68 20.82 ± 3.55
Wine 38.62 ± 6.45 27.25 ± 6.28 33.13 ± 9.88 27.45 ± 6.61 38.43 ± 9.38 28.62 ± 5.95 31.17 ± 8.66 28.23 ± 7.34
Iris 21.33 ± 7.57 32.66 ± 1.15 22.88 ± 7.89 32.66 ± 1.15 22.00 ± 8.96 32.44 ± 1.01 20.66 ± 8.81 32.44 ± 1.01

Bridge 68.57 ± 15.6 11.57 ± 11.6 57.89 ± 10.9 11.12 ± 12.5 67.51 ± 14.55 11.72 ± 12.1 51.27 ± 8.30 10.37 ± 12.8
Image 41.49 ± 3.47 13.97 ± 9.20 38.88 ± 2.50 13.37 ± 8.74 41.95 ± 3.06 13.83 ± 9.05 39.96 ± 2.99 13.90 ± 9.20
Zoo 42.31 ± 2.50 14.28 ± 15.9 39.74 ± 2.19 14.28 ± 15.9 40.89 ± 2.56 14.28 ± 15.9 36.89 ± 2.41 14.28 ± 15.9

Glass 52.91 ± 15.6 9.16 ± 14.2 54.25 ± 14.6 9.58 ± 14.1 57.41 ± 15.94 9.83 ± 14.7 59.16 ± 17.1 9.83 ± 14.6
-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------

Averaged 33.47 ± 6.51 22.17 ± 10.7 31.85 ± 6.74 22.70 ± 11.1 33.76 ± 6.65 22.33 ± 10.2 31.31 ± 7.10 22.76 ± 10.9

Figure 2. The  Second Classification  Phase


